
EMPOWERING 
today’s youth for 

tomorrow’s 
SUCCESS!



SPONSORSHIP: Help them learn and grow!

Welcome to Hillsborough Community College Elementary, Middle School and High School Summer Camps

Dear Campers, Parents/Guardians, Alumni and Friends,

Thank you considering HCC Kids’ College for your child’s summer experience.  We truly believe in the value of the summer camp 
experience in a child’s development and want to ensure that every child has the opportunity to attend our exceptional camps. Our sum-
mer programs provides youth opportunities to learn new skills and make meaningful friendships, regardless of financial circumstances.  

HCC Kids’ College strives to meet community needs while making a lasting impact on our future leaders. We provide high quality, 
innovative learning environments where elementary, middle, and high school students may excel through specialty programs focused 
on education and career paths—with a sneak peak of the college environment. 
This summer we will offer more than 40 camps at several HCC locations. Developed and taught by HCC’s top faculty and staff members, 
many career camp curricula correlates with Florida Common Core standards—featuring content that will improve skill sets and spark 
interest.  

At HCC, we create a safe environment that instills confidence and creates wonderful memories.  We strive for excellence because we 
know that a positive camp experience can be life-changing. We are dedicated to empowering today’s youth and teens intellectually, 
physically, and creatively for tomorrow’s success.  
Please take the time to explore our summer camp catalog and feel free to connect with us so that we can better serve you and your 
family.

Ronkel Williams, MBA     Kayla Toole
Business & Community Development Officer  Kids’ College Camp Coordinator
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DONATE 
TODAY

FOLLOW US 
ON 
FACEBOOK

REGISTER 
ONLINE

Sometimes the greatest gift cannot be wrapped up. We invite you to give the gift that 
impacts lives and creates lasting memories. 

Donate towards summer camp scholarships, awarded to children in our community.

Visit: hccfoundation.com/kidscollege to make your contribution.
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B

ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN (HIGH SCHOOL)
This program introduces core aspects of HCC’s architectural design 
curriculum, as well as essential architectural principles. Teens learn 
about the art and science of architectural design by imagining, 
drawing and modeling their ideas with guidance. All students with 
or without design backgrounds are welcome. This program is not for 
college credit, but students receive certificates of completion.

A R C H I T E C T U R E  A N D  A R T (ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL)
Architecture is about making ideas come to life! This camp allows students to express their creativity through architectural designs and concepts. Students imagine, draw and 
model their ideas using various techniques they learn throughout the week, creating multiple projects individually and as a group.  

A U T O M O T I V E (HIGH SCHOOL)
Is your teen crazy about cars and how they operate? 
This one-week camp can put their interest into 
overdrive and prepare them for the responsibility of 
owning and maintaining a vehicle. Students get their 
hands greasy at HCC’s state-of-the-art Workforce 
Training Center, where they learn all about vehicle 
maintenance, safety, diagnostics, service, and collision 
repair.  

A R T  E X P R E S S I O N (ELEMENTARY)
Give your child the opportunity to express their inner creativity and build confidence 
and self-expression in this mixed media art camp. Campers will try their creativity 
with a variety of techniques and media and will learn the concepts to help bring their 
work from doodling to masterpiece! Campers will receive the instruction and assis-
tance they need while enjoying the freedom to demonstrate their own unique flair.  

B R O A D C A S T I N G
(ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL)

Lights, camera, action! This camp offers a chance to learn the fundamentals of 
newsgathering and digital production from HCC’s leading faculty with experience on 
local television, cable and digital platforms. Students gain exposure to various 
broadcasting jobs and learn what it takes to pursue them. All participants receive 
hands-on training in HCC studios both in front of and behind the microphone and 
camera—with an opportunity to create original work showcased on HCC’s 
Hawk Radio and TV Channel

B A B Y S I T T E R   C E R T I F I C A T I O N
(MIDDLE SCHOOL AND HIGH SCHOOL)
Do you have a teen interested in starting a babysitting service or looking for a great 
way to earn extra money? This camp trains teens to be safe, reliable babysitters as 
they learn about safety, feeding, handling, care and entertainment for young children. 
It also teaches the skills to launch a successful babysitting business, including market-
ing services. Students earn a BLAST! (Babysitter Lessons and Safety Training) certifica-
tion as well as First Aid and CPR certifications. Course fee includes learning materials 
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CC A R E E R S  I N  C R I M I N A L  J U S T I C E  (HIGH SCHOOL)
This camp offers a behind-the-scenes look at the responsibilities of judges, police officers, the FBI, Homeland Security, and more. Students 
explore the qualifications and standards required for entry into each of these challenging career fields as they participate in mock criminal 
trials and visit the 13th Judicial Circuit Court and the Tampa FBI Facility. This is a rare opportunity to interact and network with a variety of 
criminal justice professionals. 

D I D  Y O U  K N O W ?
In the United States, any person charged with a crime is presumed innocent until proven guilty beyond a reasonable 
doubt. Unlike most countries, our Constitution recognizes the inalienable rights of all humans.

C H E S S (ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL)
Playing chess has proven to help students enhance 
their creativity, improve concentration, expand critical 
thinking, boost memory and retention, and enhance 
self-esteem. This camp is designed to develop these 
skills in students, whether they are interested in casual 
or competitive chess. Instructors use a range of teach-
ing tools to keep students engaged as they learn how to 
set-up a chess board; the basic concepts of the opening, 
middle and end game; and tactics and strategies. 
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What is the sequence of events in the Criminal Justice System?



D
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GAME DESIGN WITH SCRATCH (Grade 3-5)
The perfect camp for aspiring coders, participants develop 

computer programming skills by creating their own video games! 
They design and build games in Scratch, a free drag-and-drop 

computer-programming platform developed by MIT. Campers work 
with sprites and blocks to set a foundation for coding—an essential 

skill in today’s tech-driven world. No prior computer 
programming experience is needed.

D I G I T A L  D E S I G N (MIDDLE SCHOOL)

This creative technology camp offers a taste of digital design and fun, hands-on experience 
with Photoshop. Students develop fundamental graphic design skills as they create digital 
images to illustrate concepts such as balance, color, shapes, texture and text. It’s a great way 
to learn essential visual design principles while exploring artistic interests.

F A S H I O N  D E S I G N (ELEMENTARY)
For the imaginative child with an eye for fashion, this two-week 
adventure offers the perfect creative outlet to develop new skills. 
Campers learn the basics of operating a sewing machine, including 
threading, safety measures, and straight stitching to construct a 
garment. And they discover how to turn ideas into one-of-a-kind 
creations—making something beautiful to show at the end of camp. 
All materials are included; no experience is necessary.
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D J  M I X  &  S C R A T C H (ELEMENTARY)

Campers practice essential DJ skills, such as blending, mixing, looping, beat-counting, and scratching as they express their 
uniqueness and build self-confidence. Campers will prepare new moves, putting their DJ skills to work, to showcase on the 
final day of camp.
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FIRST RESPONDER AND SAFETY (ELEMENTARY)
Does your child have a passion for helping others and a 
desire to serve and protect? This camp provides an up-close 
look at the responsibilities of first responders. Campers 
observe how units, such as Police, Fire and CSI, operate. 
They gain hands-on experience by performing speed checks 
with a radar, processing their own fingerprints as evidence, 
and training in self-defense. It’s a great opportunity to build 
character and develop wise decision-making skills.

F O S S I L  H U N T E R S (ELEMENTARY)

If your child’s face lights up at the mention of 
dinosaurs or fossils, you might have a paleontolo-
gist in the making. This camp allows kids to explore 
the science of prehistoric life as they dig for and 
handle real fossils. A highlight is a visit to Dinosaur 
World for a day of discovery, fun, and adventure!

F

DID YOU KNOW?
Many of our instructors 
hold bachelor’s degrees or 
higher and are experts in 
their fields. J

JAZZY HIP-HOP DANCE (ELEMENTARY)

This active, exciting camp engages kids in the illustrious 
combined world of jazz and hip-hop, as they experience 

an array of dance moves using individual instruction, 
across the floor techniques, and choreographed routines. 

Students develop body awareness, concentration, 
    and self-confidence in a positive atmosphere. But most 

of all, it’s just straight up fun!K
K E Y B O A R D I N G (MIDDLE SCHOOL)

Does your student look at the keys, typing with the hunt-and-peck method? This 
intensive program helps students increase their typing speed and accuracy -
important skills for recreation, career success and social networking. Students 
receive the resources to continue their development long after camp is done.
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I
IMPROV EXPRESSIONS (ELEMENTARY)
Improvisation is an excellent tool in life! This fun, engaging 
camp instills the skills of listening, team-building, creative 
thinking and self-confidence. Our instructors guide students 
through improv games and exercises that work out their 
bodies and minds. At the end of the week students perform in 
an improve showcase for family and friends.

MONEY MATTERS (ELEMENTARY)
It’s never too early to learn the importance of being financially responsible. This hands-on, interactive program 
teaches money management skills ranging from financial planning to international currency.  Campers engage in 
competitive and fun games that expand their knowledge of how money works in other countries and how to be a 
responsible spender.M

DID YOU KNOW?
We offer extended hours 

in the morning and 
afternoon to 

accommodate working 
parents.

INTERIOR DESIGN 
(ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL)

Mood, color and emotion! Students uncover the 
elements and basic principles of interior design, 
learning the tricks the pros use to turn a plain 
room into a masterpiece of self-expression. 
From mixing patterns to selecting colors that af-
fect the look and feel of a room, they also learn 
the importance of textures, shapes, lighting, 
and space in creating room designs. Each day 
we apply these lessons to each student’s design 
aesthetic.
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TEEN LIFE PREP (HIGH SCHOOL)

Is your teen ready for life after high school? We can help prepare them for the 
next chapter. This week-long program focuses on strategies and roadmaps for 
planning a successful future. Students work with HCC staff to discover their 
unique personality traits, talents and interests, and how they might best 
develop them into fulfilling careers. 

  S C I E N C E
TECHNOLOGY ENGINEERING       

  A R T
      

M A T H 

F U L L  S T E A M  A H E A D (ELEMENTARY)

Stimulate and nurture your little scientist this summer for an exciting week of Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math (STEAM). Campers 
explore chemistry, physics, architecture, and art through amazing hands-on experiments that are sure to have their minds churning as they 
problem solve and tackle a variety of challenges using scientific methods. 

T

S I G N  L A N G U A G E
(ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL)
This enriching camp immerses kids in the basics of 
American Sign Language (ASL) as they learn a 
variety of interesting words, phrases, and signs 
within categories such as numbers, colors, 
weather, and places. Through fun games and 
activities, campers develop a new language that 
engages considerable cognitive functions and 
emotional connections. They are sure to come 
home with a number of signs to share and 
eagerness to learn more! No previous sign
language knowledge is required.
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YOUTH EMPOWERMENT (MIDDLE SCHOOL)

Join us for Empowerment Week, where we’ll learn more about things like 
money matters, relationship building, interpersonal communication, and study 
skills - with lots of fun along the way. Come join us and leave ready to face the 
world with greater confidence and self-reliance!
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MATERIALS MATTER (GRADE 6-9)
What do you get when you cross metallurgy, physics, chemistry, civil engi-
neering, and mechanical engineering? Materials science, of course! This 
STEAM-focused camp explores the materials used to make stuff stronger, 
lighter and better, encouraging students to see opportunities to transform 
science into technology through engineering. For example, students may 
engage in a contest to see who can create the strongest cement or an exper-
iment in concocting elastic polymers. Join us for these and many other lab 
activities during a fast-paced week of learning and fun! This camp is offered 
in partnership with the American Society of Materials.

Program includes: 
•Exploring nanotechnology and how science on a tiny scale greatly affects our world.
•Creating and testing materials of your own design.
•Investigating 3D printing technology and taking a printed object home with you.

MD LIFE EXAMINED (GRADE 6-9)
For those interested in exploring career options in health and medicine, but not quite sure what area they might enjoy most, this is an exciting 
opportunity. Campers explore a variety of health and medical disciplines, from first responders to heart surgeons. They participate in hands-on 
activities such as performing mammal heart and brain dissections, suturing patients, making an emergency triage, or investigating a mysterious 
fatal outbreak that is sweeping the nation. Campers learn about surgical procedures, anatomy and physiology, risk factors, advanced scientific 
research, and much more. This camp offers a foundation of knowledge that can lead to success in the medical profession.

Program includes:
•In-depth comparative anatomy vertebrate and invertebrate dissections. 
•An opportunity to use advanced Vernier software and technology to learn about the physiology of various human organ systems by measuring activity of the 
upper respiratory tract, lungs, heart, nervous system, and musculoskeletal system.

HCC and MOSI presents: THE SUMMER STEAM ACADEMY!
We are thrilled to announce that we have teamed up with MOSI this year to bring 
our community the very best of Tampa Bay’s summer camp programs! MOSI has 
been in service of youth development, with particular focus on STEAM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering, Arts and Math) for many years. We are excited to have 
joined forces with such reputable and passionate educators. 

DID YOU KNOW? MOSI members will receive 
a discount on all HCC/MOSI camps!
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COOKIN’ UP CHEMISTRY (GRADE 6-9)
Does your child have what it takes to be the next Iron Chef? Find out in this 
exciting, delicious culinary camp where campers are challenged to create culinary 
masterpieces featuring a secret ingredient. They develop basic kitchen skills, 
how to put their own twists on recipes, and how to make tasty creations, from 
appetizers to desserts, under the guidance of professional chefs. They also learn 
new ways to make cooking fun and unique by experimenting with foams, flames, 
and other science tricks. This camp provides a unique opportunity to explore the 
cuisines and cooking techniques of other cultures. 

Program includes: 
•Food to create appetizers, salads, entrées and desserts using a variety of techniques, 
ingredients and creativity.
•Experimentation with food science techniques designed to enhance flavor and nutrition.
•Gourmet cooking challenges throughout the week. 

MOSI UNDERWATER EXPLORERS (GRADE 6-9)
Dive right into the adventures of the amazing underwater world! This camp 
introduces aquatic science in an exciting, inquiry-based environment. Campers 
research comparative anatomy by dissecting a shark and squid, conduct scientific 
lab experiments in aquatic chemistry and biology, and explore the flora and fauna 
of marine inhabitants at Casey Key Beach. They also collect and examine aquatic 
micro and macro invertebrates under high-powered microscopes. This is a great 
opportunity to experience the technology and scientific techniques used to explore 
the ocean floor. 

Program includes:
•In depth comparative anatomy dissections of marine and freshwater vertebrate and 
invertebrate specimens.   
•Using advanced Vernier software and technology to test the chemistry of water by studying 
items such as its pH, total dissolved solids, dissolved oxygen, flow rate, turbidity, nitrates, 
and phosphates.

MISSION: ALIEN EARTH (GRADE 6-9) 
Kids with an interest in space exploration will enjoy this imaginative camp, 
where they are recruited to explore an Earth-like planet located outside our solar 
system. Campers practice skydiving to the surface by floating in a vertical wind 
tunnel and engage in extraterrestrial wilderness survival challenges using 
teamwork, problem solving, and creative thinking. They also develop robotics 
skills by working with exploration vehicles, operate sophisticated telescopes, and 
conduct computer simulations to learn astrophysics and exobiology.

Program includes: 
•Working with others to solve team-building challenges.

BEING A CHEF IS AN ART 
AND A SCIENCE.
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INNOVATIVE TECH PROGRAMS – ENGINEERED THROUGH BLACK ROCKET
Innovative technology camps through Black Rocket foster creativity, collaboration, digital citizenship, and critical thinking - 
standards endorsed by International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE). Each program is designed to build self-confidence 
and leadership, while teaching STEM and career skills for the 21st century. Student-created projects, games and apps will be 
available on a password-protected Black Rocket website to share with friends and family. Publishing to app stores is not included. 
Students do not need to own a smartphone or tablet to participate in any of these camps. Students work in pairs or teams for 
most of the programs. Returning students can create more advanced projects that build on skills learned in previous years.

APP ATTACK! (AGES 8-11 AND 11-15)
Take the first steps into the world of mobile app design and customize your own game 
app! Using a specialized app and game development tool, students explore the world 
of web-based (HTML5) mobile apps. In addition to learning the basics of mobile app 
design and game development, they also gain exposure to app publishing functions. 

NEW! APP.IO: MAKE YOUR OWN MULTIPLAYER APP 
(AGES 8-11 AND 11-15)
The hottest new Apps are .io apps. If your child likes to play Agar.io or Slither.io they 
will love this class, where they explore the most popular .io apps, design a multiplayer 
experience, and learn how to code. Your child could create the next viral web app and 
share it with family and friends! 

CODE BREAKERS! (AGES 8-11 AND 11-15)
Calling all future coders, programmers and designers! This class teaches the basics of 
coding languages like HTML, JavaScript, and CSS through a series of web projects and 
design challenges each day. Your child could be the next Mark Zuckerberg or the high 
school student who makes it big programming at home! This is where they can begin 
their journeys to tech stardom. 

NEW! CODE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE! (AGES 8-11 AND 11-15)
Watch as the characters in your child’s imagination come to life in this unique course 
that blends classic storytelling with animation techniques and coding. They start with 
a concept, design the characters, and choose not just one ending, but many. Students 
create their own text-based adventure games with variables, conditional logic, images, 
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. 

HILLSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE - KIDS’ COLLEGE

DID YOU KNOW? 
ICCE at HCC offers a wide variety of tech-based programs that allow students to build professional portfolios through practical applications, under 
the guidance of creative design experts. Visit TampaTraining.com to view our IT programs!
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NEW! GAME LABS
THE ULTIMATE VIDEO GAME EXPERIENCE (AGES 8-11 AND 11-15)

This program is for serious gamers only! Beyond 2D and 3D, now it’s time to take it to 
another level by competing with the world. Students develop games with a partner using a 
unique game engine. They learn advanced level editing, simple 3D modeling, intermediate 

event scripting, and the impact of game play on the user experience. System 
requirements for a home experience include: 2GB of RAM and a 2.0GHZ processor. 

NEW! PYTHON PROGRAMMERS
MAKE YOUR OWN MULTIPLAYER GAME (AGES 11-15)

What do YouTube, Google, Instagram and Spotify have in common? They were created 
with Python. Students learn how to code with Python and create their own multiplayer 
adventure games. Each lesson takes them step-by-step to begin a programming path to 

building a fun game from start to finish!  

UPDATED! MAKE YOUR OWN 3D VIDEO GAME!
(AGES 8-11 AND 11-15)       

In this Black Rocket classic, students go well beyond the limitations of the traditional 2D 
game design classes and create an immersive 3D world. They learn the physics behind 3D 

games, explore beginner event scripting, level design, controlling the flow of gameplay, 
and storytelling. 
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NEW! ADVANCED 3D VIDEO GAME WITH UNITY 
(AGES 11-15)  

Ready to take game design skills to another level? With Unity, an industry grade 
design software, aspiring game designers learn level editing, 3D modeling, 

intermediate event scripting, and the impact of game play on user experience. 

D G II T A L

MAKE YOUR OWN VIDEO GAME! (AGES 8-11 AND 11-15)

Students make their own video games in this one-of-a-kind class, where they learn 
to design 2D platformer games. Conceptualization, play experience, level design, 
graphics, sounds, and simple coding are just some of the concepts they explore. No 
prior experience is necessary—just a desire to have fun. 

DID YOU KNOW?
 Everything computers do is 

controlled by lines of code, 
called computer programs.

NEW!  ROBLOX® MAKERS-CODERS-ENTREPRENEURS
(AGES 8-11 AND 11-15)  
This program teaches students how to code in the Lua language while playing and 
designing worlds in ROBLOX®, an online universe with unlimited possibilities. This 
class combines game design concepts, coding, and fun! Young entrepreneurs also 
learn to navigate ROBLOX’s fast-growing marketplace to publish their games. 
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MINECRAFT© ANIMATORS (AGES 8-11 AND 11-15)
Students bring their favorite Minecraft characters to life in an 

animated short film! They learn how studios like Pixar and Disney 
make movies like Inside Out and Frozen by using techniques such as 

keyframing, tweening, texturing, and animating rigged 3D models. 
You do not need to own a Minecraft account to use the software in 
this class. Mac users can play their project at home, but will not be 

able to edit the project without a PC. DID YOU KNOW?
The average reported salary 

for application developers with 
JavaScript skills is estimated at 

$84,000 per year.

MINECRAFT© DESIGNERS (AGES 8-11 AND 11-15)
This is the perfect fit for kids who love the game of Minecraft and always wanted to 
design their own world. Students learn how to create a custom map, the basics of 
creating 3D models using a new software to design their own objects, how to build 
with Redstone and Command blocks, and how to create custom textures to import at 
home or share with friends. To access their project at home, students must own a PC/
MAC version of Minecraft. Tablet, phone, and game console versions of Minecraft are 
not compatible. A parent email address is required to use 3D modeling software. 

NEW! VIRTUAL REALITY: THE FUTURE IS NOW 
(AGES 8-11 AND 11-15)
Embark on an epic adventure in virtual reality! In this cutting edge class, students learn 
the foundations of VR design by creating their own virtual worlds, exploring simulated 
environments, and crafting memorable 3D experiences. At the end of the week, 
students take home cardboard VR headsets to show friends and family the new worlds 
you created. VR projects can be viewed on a website or a mobile device. Students do 
not need a mobile device to take the class, but to use the VR headset at home, they 
will need access to an Android or Apple mobile device. There is an additional $19 
lab fee for the VR headset. 
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What should my child wear?
We suggest comfortable play clothes and closed-toe shoes. We will provide a 
free T-shirt for each camper (1 per summer). Additional shirts are available for 
purchase at $10.00 each. Some of our camps may have specific clothing  
requirements.

Pick-up and Drop-off Policies
Campers should be picked up at designated 

areas only. Children will only be allowed to leave 
with authorized persons. A picture ID will be 

required for checking out children. Early 
departures can usually be accommodated, 

provided advance notice is given. Please provide 
written notice to staff at check-in or check-out 

one day in advance. 

A QF

Refunds
If you find it necessary to cancel your registration, call the Institute for Corporate and 
Continuing Education office immediately at (813) 259-6010. Notify us first by phone and 
then follow up your cancellation by written notification using U.S. Mail, fax, email: 
kidscollege@hccfl.edu or hand-delivered letter. Written notice must be received two days 
prior to the program start date to be eligible for a refund. A $25 cancellation fee will apply. 
Refunds will not be issued after the start of any program. ICCE @HCC reserves the right to 
cancel a course or program due to low enrollment. Refunds will be processed immediately.
  

Email us at
kidscollege@hccfl.edu  

HILLSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE - KIDS’ COLLEGE



MAIL/MONEY ORDER
Mail completed payment form and check/money order
Payable to: Hillsborough Community College
Address: ICCE @HCC, 39 Columbia Drive, Tampa, FL, 33606
(Additional registration is required).
Registration is not complete until the completed registration 
packet has been received.

WALK IN/IN PERSON
Bring a completed payment form to The Corporate 
Training Center at:
39 Columbia Drive, Tampa, FL - 33606. 
Office Hours are Monday to Friday, 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
(excluding holidays, spring break and winter break).
 

Q

ONLINE
REGISTRATION
To register online visit 

tampatraining.com/kids-college 
and select ‘register’.

Discounts
We offer a 15 percent discount for registrations of eight or more 

weeks. There are also discounts for HCC employees, multi-sibling, 
and Military* registrations. *Military registrations are accepted in 

person only.

R G IE S T E R
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How to Register
• Online at: TampaTraining.com/kids-college using a major credit card.
• Walk-in at the HCC Corporate Training Center (see address below).    
• By mail with check or money order (see mailing address below).
The Administrative office hours are Monday - Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. excluding recognized holidays. Forms should be turned in at least one week prior to 
your child starting camp.

813.259.6010

Call us

INSTALLMENT/PAYMENT PLAN An Installment Agreement is available when registering for one or 
more weeks of camp at a time. All installment payments must be completed by the first day of camp. To 
hold your spot in camp you must agree to a payment arrangement ($25 down) or pay in full at registration. 
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At the Institute for Corporate and Continuing Education (ICCE), we empower the businesses, 
families, and individuals of Tampa Bay with opportunities to achieve their aspirations and maximize their 

impact through diverse and targeted educational services.

A L L I E D  H E A L T H  T R A I N I N G
Whether you are a healthcare professional looking to build your 
skills, or you are just starting your career, the Allied Health department 
strives to meet the healthcare training needs of our community.

I N F O R M A T I O N  T E C H N O L O G Y  T R A I N I N G
Enhance your IT skills with training in everything from cyber 
security to creative design.

P R O F E S S I O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T  T R A I N I N G
As you continue to grow in your career, it’s important to stay up to 
date with industry trends and changes. Professional development 
courses enable you to broaden your knowledge and cultivate new 
skills.

P E R S O N A L  E N R I C H M E N T  C O U R S E S 
At ICCE, our Personal Interest courses encourage lifelong learning and 
include opportunities to explore creative, cultural and leisure 
interests. 
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PAYMENT All registration payments must be made at the end of the registration process unless installment application has been submitted.

   

STEP 1:  FILL OUT YOUR IDENTIFICATION DATA

Student Name: _________________________________________________________   Date of Birth:  ______/______/______  

Age at Camp: ________Grade level:__________Gender:_______ ________________________________________________________

Custodial Parent/Guardian Name:_____________________________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature:  ________________________________________________________________________  Date: ________

Home Street Address, City, State, Zip: ______________________________________________________________________________

Phone:  _________________________________   Email:  ______________________________________________________________

STEP 2:  RECORD YOUR PROGRAM CHOICES 
For assistance please call us at 813.259.6010 
  

Course # Location Program Title Date(s) Time(s) Fees

STEP 3:  MAIL PAYMENT FORM AND CHECK/MONEY ORDER TO: ICCE @ HCC, P.O. Box 31127, Tampa, FL 33631-3127.

In Person:  HCC, 39 Columbia Drive, Tampa, FL 33606 or the HCC Collaboration Studio, 1602 N. 15th Street, Tampa, FL 33605. 

      If you require special assistance, check the box and an associate will contact you.

Other questions? Call 813.259.6010 or email ICCE@hccfl.edu

Class Cancellations:  ICCE @HCC reserves the right to cancel a course or program due to low enrollment. Refunds will be processed 
immediately.

PAYMENT FORM 
This form can be used to make payment and reserve your space in camp. Registration is not complete until we receive 
your registration packet. Online registration is encouraged.

   PAY BY MAIL      
IN PERSON

      
ONLINE ONLINE

REGISTRATION

To register online visit 
TampaTraining.com/kids-college 

and select ‘register’.

W E B S I T E

HILLSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE - KIDS’ COLLEGE www.TampaTraining.com - 813.259.6010



VOLUNTEER!
We welcome teen volunteers looking 

for service hours and experience. 
Must be 16 years or older.

Call us: 813.259.6010 
Email us: kidscollege@hccfl.edu

FOLLOW 
US ON 
INSTAGRAM

VISIT OUR 
WEBSITE

FOLLOW 
US ON 
FACEBOOK

L O C A T I O N S 
Kids’ College Camps are conveniently located at all HCC Campuses throughout Hillsborough County, including Tampa, Brandon, 

Riverview, Plant City and Ruskin.
HCC Brandon Campus - 10451 Nancy Watkins Dr, Tampa, FL 33619 • HCC Collaboration Studio (Ybor City) - 1602 N. 15th Street, Tampa, FL, 

33605 • HCC at The Regent (Riverview) - 6437 Watson Road, Riverview, FL  33578 • HCC Ybor City Campus - 1320 E. Palm Ave. Tampa, 
FL 33605 • HCC Dale Mabry Campus - 4001 W. Tampa Bay Blvd. Tampa, FL  33614 • HCC Corporate Training Center - 39 Columbia Drive, 

Tampa, FL  33606 • HCC Workforce Training Center - 5610 E. Columbus Drive, Tampa, FL  33619 • HCC Plant City Campus - 1206 N Park Rd. 
Plant City, FL 33563

Hillsborough Community College is an equal access/equal opportunity educational institution.

JOIN OUR TEAM!
Become an instructor and share your 

passion with our community!
Call us: 813.259.6010

Email us: kidscollege@hccfl.edu


